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Here you can find the menu of Little Viet in Perth. At the moment, there are 13 courses and drinks on the food
list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Little Viet:

eating was great, but service was cut the waiter who served us was very formal and great, but the management
is shockingly filled our meal brought the wrong a few minutes later the replacement comes the rest of the table is

ended the manager only offered a dose of softk no excuse more then probably not come back when it was
sorted out and the manager was not so rudely that we would pass that we would cook read more. The rooms on

site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User
doesn't like about Little Viet:

seems to have changed own or something. was pretty good before. today gluggy rice, Satay chicken was cooked
liked with the coating of sauce. it took a long time to eat children and my worst, koks was flat! read more. For

breakfast, you can enjoy a appetizing brunch at Little Viet, freely at your own will, on the daily specials there are
also a lot of Asian meals. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Little Viet. Anyone who finds the
usual and generally known dishes too boring can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some
unexpected combination of ingredients eat, In addition, numerous guests look forward to enjoying traditional

Vietnamese menus with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Little Viet.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Seafoo�
CALAMARI

Desser�
CREPES

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

Mai� Cours�
BBQ PORK

Vietnames� specialtie�
BUN CHA

Chinesisch� Sp�ialitäte�
PEKING DUCK

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Noodle� an� Ric� Dishe�
PINEAPPLE FRIED RICE

Chicke�
CRISPY CHICKEN

ANANAS CHICKEN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TOFU

DUCK

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-15:00
Wednesday 11:00-15:00
Thursday 11:00-15:00
Friday 11:00-15:00
Saturday 11:00-21:00
Sunday 11:00-21:00
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